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- "pretty little Indian girl!"
saving the:m 
going to give them
back to her one day . *
A woman who writes has power. A woman with power is feared. In
the eyes of the world this makes us dangerous beasts.
. • Anna Lee Walters in The Third Woman - Minority Women Writers in the
Dexter Fisher {ed.} {Houghton Mifflin, 1980} p. 109.

u.s.

Speaking In Tongues: A Letter To
3rd World Women Writers *
Gloria Anzaldua
21 mayo 80
Dear muj~res de color, companions in writingI sit here naked in the sun, typewriter against my knee trying to
visualize you . Black woman huddles over a desk in the fifth floor of
some New York tenement. Sitting on a porch in south Texas, a Chicana
fanning away mosquitos and the hot air, trying to arouse the smoul
dering embers of writing. Indian woman walking to school or work
lamenting the lack of time to weave writing into your life. Asian
American, lesbian, single mother , tugged in all directions by children,
lover or ex-husband, and the writing.
It is not ea,sy writing this letter. It began as a poem, a long poem. I
tried to turn it into an essay but the result was wooden, cold. I have not
yet unlearned the esoteric bullshit and pseudo-intellectualizing that
,
school brainwashed into my writing.
How to begin again, How to approximate the intimacy and immedi
acy I want. What form? A letter, of course,
My dear hermanas, the dangers we face as women writers of color
are not the same as those of white women though we have many in
common. We don't have as much to lose - we never had any privileges.
I wanted to call the dangers "obstacles" but that would be a kind of
ly~~g . We can't transcend the dangers, can't rise above them. We must
go' through the01 and hope we won't have to repeat the performance.
Unlikely to be friends of people in high literary places, the
beginning woman of color is invisible both in the white male main
stream world and in the white women's feminist world, though in the
latter this is gradually changing. The lesbian of color is not only
invisible, she doesn't even exist. Our speech, too, is inaudible. We
speak in tongues like the outcast and the insane ,
Because white eyes do not want to know us, they do not bother to
learn our language, the language which reflects us, our culture, our
spirit. The schools we attended or didn't attend did not give us the
skills for writing nor the confidence that we were correct in using our
class and ethnic languages. I, for one, became adept at, and majored in
English to spite, to show up , the arrogant racist teachers who thought
'Originally written for Words In Our Pockets {Bootlegger: San Fran cisco}. the Feminist
Writers' Guild Handbook.
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all Chicano children were dumb and dirty. And Spanish was not
taught in grade school. And Spanish was not required in High School.
And though now I write my poems in Spanish as well as English I feel
th~ rip-off of my native tongue.

1 think, yes, perhaps if we go to the university. Perhaps if we
become male-women or as middleclass as we can. Perhaps if we give
up loving women, we will be worthy of having something to say
worth saying. They convince us that we must cultivate art for art's
sake.
Bow down to the sacred bull, form. Put frames and metaframes
,1 lack imagination you say
around the writing. Achieve distance in order to win the coveted title
No. I lack language.
"literary writer" or "professional writer." Above all do not be simple,
The language to clarify
direct, n'or immediate.
my resistance to the literate.
Why do they fight us? Because they think we are dangerous beasts?
Words are a war to me.
are we dangerous beasts?'Because we shake and often break the
Why
They threaten my family.
white's comfortable stereotypic images they have of us: the Black
To gain the word
domestic, the lumbering nanny with twelve babies sucking her tits,
to describe the loss
the slant-eyed Chinese with her expert hand - "They know how to
I risk losing everything.
treat a man in bed," the flat-faced Chicana or Indian, passively lying
1 may create a monster
on her back, being fucked by the Man a la La Chingada.
the word's length and body
The Thir;d World woman revolts: We revoke, we erase your white male
swelling up colorful and thrilling
imprint.
when you come knocking on our doors with your rubber stamps
looming over my mother, characterized.
to
brand
our faces with DUMB, HYSTERICAL, PASSIVE PUTA,
Her voice in .the distance
PERVERT, when you come with your branding irons to burn MY
unintelligible illiterate.
PROPERTY on our buttocks, we will vomit the guilt, self-denial and race
These are the monster's words. I
hatred you have force-fed into us right back into your mouth. We are done
Cherrie Moraga
being_cushions for your projected fears . We are tired of being your
sacrificial lambs and scapegoats.
Who gave us permission to perform the act of writing? Why does
I can write this and yet I realize that many of us women of color who
writing seem so unnatural for me? I'll do anything to postpone it
have strung degrees, credentials and published books around our
empty the trash, answer the telephone . The voice recurs in me: Who
nec;:~s like pearls that we hang onto for dear life are in danger of
am I, a poor Chicanita from the sticks, to think I could write? How dare I
contributing to the invisibility of our sister-writers. "La Vendida," the
even considered becoming a writer as 1 stooped over the tomato fields
sell-out.
bending, bending under the hot sun, hands broadened and calloused,
The danger of selling out one's own ideologies. For the Third World
not fit to hold the quill ,·numbed into an animal stupor by the heat.
woman, who has, at best, one foot in the feminist literary world, the
How hard it is for us to think we can choose to become writers, much
temptation is great to adopt the current feeling-fads and theory fads,
less 'feel and believe that we can. What have we to contribute, to give?
the latest half truths in political thought , the half-digested new age
Our own expectations condition us. Does not our class, our culture as
psychological axioms that are preached by the white feminist
well as the white man tell us writing is not for women such as us?
establishment. Its followers are notorious for "adopting" women of
The white man speaks: Perhaps if you scrape the dark off of your face.
color as their "cause" while still expecting us to adapt to their
Maybe ifyou bleach your bones. Stop speaking in tongues, stop writing left
expectations and their language.
handed. Don't cultivate your colored skins nor tongues of fire if you want to
How dare we get out of our colored faces. How dare we reveal the
make it in a right-handed world.
human flesh underneath and bleed red blood like the white folks. It
takes tremendous energy and courage not to acquiesce, not to
"Man, like all the other animals, fears and is repelled by that which
capitulate
to a definition of feminism that still renders most of us invis
he does not understand , and mere difference is apt to connote
ible . Even as I write this I am disturbed that I am the only Third World
something malign."2
woman writer in this handbook. Over and over 1 have found myself
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tb be the only Third World woman at readings , workshops, and
meetings.
We cannot allow ourselves to be tokenized. We must make our own
writing and that of Third World women the first priority. We cannot
educate white women and take them by the hand. Most of us are
willing to help but we can't do the white woman's homework for her.
That's an energy drain. More times than she cares to remember, Nellie
Wong, Asian American feminist writer, has been called by white
women wanting a list of Asian American women who can give
readings or workshops. We are in danger of being reduced to purvey
ors of resource lists.
Coming face to face with one's limitations. There are only so many things
I can do in one day. Luisah Teish addressing a group of predominantly
white feminist writers had this to say of Third World women's
experience:
"If you are not caught in the maze that (we) are in; it's very difficult
to explain to you the hours in the day we do not have. And the hours
that we do not have are hours that are translated into survival skills
and money. And when one of those hour~ is taken away it means an
hour not that we don't have to lie back and stare at the ceiling or an
hour that we don't have to talk to a friend. For me it's a loaf of
bread."
Understand.
My family is poor .
Poor. I can't afford
a new ribbon . The risk
of this one is enough
to keep me moving
through it, accountable.
The· repetition like my mothers
stories retold, each time
reveals more particulars
gains more familiarity.
You can't get me in your car so fasP
Cherrfe Moraga
"Complacency is a far more dangerous attitude than outrage.'"
Naomi Littlebear
. Why am I compelled to write? Because the writing saves me from
this complacency I fear. Because I have no choice. Because I must
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keep the spirit of my revolt and myself alive. Because the world I
create in the writing compensates for what the real world does not
give me. By writing I put order in the world, give it a handle so I can
grasp it. I write because life does not appease my appetites and
hunger. I write to record what others erase when I speak, to rewrite
the stories others have miswritten about me, about you. To become
more intimate with myself and you. To discover myself, to preserve
myself; to make myself, to achieve self-autonomy. To dispell the
myths that I am a mad prophet or a poor suffering soul. To convince
myself that I'am worthy and that what I have to say is not a pile of shit.
Th show that I can and that I will write, never mi~d their admonitions
to the contrary. And I will write about the unmentionables, never
mind the outraged gasp of the censor and the audience. Finally I write
because I'm scared of writing but I'm more scared of not writing. \
.Why should I try to justify why I write? Do I need to justify being Chicana,
being woman? You might as well ask me to try to justify why I'm alive.
The act of writing is the act of making soul, alchemy. It is the quest
for the self, for the center of the self, which we women of color have
come to think as "other" - the dark, the feminine . Didn't we start
writing to reconcile this other within us? We knew we were different,
set apart, exiled from what is considered "normal," white- right. And as
we internalized this exile, we came to see the alien within us and too
often, as a result, we split apart from ourselves and each other.
Forever after we have been in search of that self, that "other" and each
other. And we return, in widening spirals and never to the same child
hood place where it happened, first in our families, with our mothers,
with our fathers. The writing is a tool for piercing that mystery but it
also shields us, gives a margin of distance, helps us survive. And those
that don't survive? The waste of ourselves: so much meat thrown at
the feet of madness or fate or the state.
24 mayo 80
It is dark and damp and has been raining all day. I love days like this.
As I lie in bed I am able to delve inward. Perhaps today I will write
from that deep core. As I grope for words and a voice to speak of
writing, I stare at my brown hand clenching the pen and think of you
thousands of miles away clutching your pen . You are not alone. .
Pen, I feel right at home in your ink doing a pirouette, stirring the
cobwebs, leaving my signature on the window panes. Pen, how
could I ever have feared you. You're quite house-broken but it's
your wildness I am in love with . I'll have to get rid of you when you
start being predictable, when you stop chasing dustdevils. The
more you outwit me the more I love you. It's when I'm tired or have
had ,too much caffeine or wine that you get past my defenses and
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you say more than what I had intended. You surprise me, shock me
into knowing some part of me I'd kept secret even from myself.
- Journal entry .
In the kitchen Maria and Cherrfe's voices falling on these pages. I
can see Cherrfe going about in her terry cloth wrap, barefoot washing
the dishes, shaking out the tablecloth, vacuuming. Deriving a certain
pleasure watching her perform those simple tasks , I am thinking they

lied, there is no separation between life and writing.
The danger in writing is not fusing our personal experience and
world view with the social reality we live in, with our inner life, our
history, our economics, and our vision. What validates us as human
beings validates us as writers. What matters to us is the relationships
that are important to us whether with our self or others. We must use
what is important to us to get to the writing. No topic is too trivial. The
danger is in being too universal and huma~tarian and invoking the
eternal to the sacrifice of the particular and the feminine and the
spedfic historical moment.
The problem is to focus, to concentrate. The body distracts, sabo
tages with a hundred ruses, a cup of coffee, pencils to sharpen. The
solution is to anchor the body to a cigarette or some other ritual. And
who has time or energy to write after nurturing husband or lover,
children, and often an outside job? The problems seem insurmount
able and they are, but they cease being insurmountable once we make
up our mind that whether married or childrened or working outside
jobs we are going to make time for the writing.
Forget the room of one's own - write in the kitchen, lock yourself up
in the bathroom. Write on the bus or the welfare line, on the job or
during meals, between sleeping or waking. I write while sitting on the
joh~. No long stretches at the typewriter unless you're wealthy or have
a patron - you may not even own a typewriter. While you wash the
floor or clothes listen to the words chanting in your body. When you're
depressed, angry, hurt , when compassion and love possess you.
When you cannot help but write.
Distractions all- that I spring on myself when I'm so deep into the
writing when I'm almost at that place , that dark cellar where some
"thing" is liable to jump up and pounce on me. The ways I subvert the
writing are many . The way I don't tap the well nor learn how to make
the windmill turn.
Eating is my main distraction. Getting up to eat an apple danish.
That I've been off sugar for three years is not a deterrent nor that I have
to put on a coat, find the keys and go out into the San Francisco fog to
get it. Getting up to light incense, to put a record on, to go for a walk
anything just to put off the writing.
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Returning after I've stuffed myself. Writing paragraphs on pieces of
paper, adding to the puzzle on the floor, to the confusion on my desk
making completion far away and perfection impossible .
26 mayo 80
Dear mujeres de color, I feel heavy and tired and there is a buzz in
my head - too many beers last night. But I must finish this letter. My
bribe: to take myself out to pizza.
/ So I j:ut and paste and line the floor with my bits of paper. My life
strewrt on the floor in bits and pieces and I try to make some order out
of it working against time, psyching myself up with decaffeinated
coffee, trying to fill in the gaps.
Leslie, my housemate, comes in, gets on hands and knees to read my
fragments on the floor and says, "It's good , Gloria." And I think: [don't

have to go back to Texas, to my family of land, mesquites: cactus, rattle
snakes and roadrunners. My family, this community of writers. How could
[ have lived and survived so long without it. And [remember the isolation,
re-Jive the pain again.
"To assess the damage is a dangerous act,"S writes Cherrfe Moraga.
To stop there is even more dangerous.
It's too easy, blaming it all on the white man or white feminists or
society or on our parents. What we say and what we do ultimately
comes back to us, so let us own our responsibility, place it in our own
hands and carry it with dignity and strength. No one's going to do my
shitwork, I pick up after myself.
It makes perfect sense to me now how I resisted the act of writing,
the commitment to writing. To write is to confront one's demons, look
them in the face and live to write about them. Fear acts like a magnet;
it draws the demons out of the closet and into the ink in our pens.
The tiger riding our backs (writing) never lets us alone . Why aren 't
you riding, writing, writing? It asks constantly till we begin to feel we're
vampires sucking the blood out of too fresh an experience; that we are
sucking life's blood to feed the pen. Writing is the most daring thing I
have ever done and the most dangerous. Nellie Wong calls writing "the
three-eyed demon shrieking the truth ."6
Writing i;5 dangerous because we are afraid of what the writing
reveals: the fears, the angers , the strengths of a woman under a triple
or quadruple oppression. Yet in that very act lies our survival because
a woman who writes has power. And a woman with power is feared .
What did it mean for a black woman to be an artist in our grand
mother's time? It is a question with an answer cruel enough to stop
the blood. - Alice Walker. 7
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I have never seen so much power in the ability to move and transform
others as from that of the writing of women of color.
In the San Francisco area, where I now live, none can stir the
audience with their craft and truthsaying as do Cherrfe Moraga
(Chicana), Genny Lim (Asian American), and Luisah Teish (Black).
With women like these, the loneliness of writing and- the sense of
powerlessness can be dispelled. We can walk among each other
talking of our writing, reading to each other. And more and more
when I'm alone, though still in communion with each other, the
writing possesses me and propels me to leap into a timeless, space
less no-place where I forget myself and feel I am the universe. This
is power.
It's not on paper that you create but in your innards, in the gut and
out of living tissue - organic writing I call it. A poem works for me not
when it says what I want it to say and not when it evokes what I want it
to. It works when the subject I started out with metamorphoses
alchemically into a different one, one that has been discovered, or
uncovered, by the poem. It works when it surprises me, when it says
something I have repressed or pretended not to know . The meaning
and worth of my writing is measured by how much I put myself on the
line and how much nakedness I achieve.
Audre said we need to speak up . Speak loud , speak unsettling
things and be dangerous and just fuck, hell, let it out and let every
body hear whether they want to or not. S
Kathy Kendall
I say mujer magica, empty yourself. Shock yourself into new ways
of perceiving the world, shock your readers into the same . Stop the
chatter inside their heads.
Your skin must be sensitive enough for the lightest kiss and thick
enough to ward off the sneers. If you are going to spit in the eye of the
world, make sure your back is to the wind. Write of what most links us
with life, the sensation of the body, the images seen by the eye, the
expansion of the psyche in tranquility: moments of high intensity, its
movement, sounds, thoughts. Even though we go hungry we are not
impoverished of experiences.
I think many of us have been fooled by the mass media, by society's
conditioning that our lives must be lived in great explosions, by
"falling in love," by being "swept off our feet," and by the sorcery of
magic genies that will fulfill our every wish, our every childhood
longing. Wishes, dreams, and fantasies are important parts of our
creative lives. They are the steps a writer integrates into her craft.
They are the spectrum of resources to reach the truth, the heart of
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things, the immediacy and the impact of human conflict.9
Nellie Wong
Many have a way with words. They label themselves seers but they
will not see. Many have the gift of tongue but nothing to say. Do not
listen to them. Many who have words and tongue have no ear, they
cannot listen and they will not hear.
There is no need for words to fester in our minds. They germinate in
the open mouth of the barefoot child in the midst of restive crowds .
They wither in ivory towers and in college classrooms.
Throwaway abstraction and the academic learning, the rules, the
map and compass. Feel your way without blinders. To touch more
people, the personal realities and the social must be evoked - not
through rhetoric but through blood and pus and sweat.
Write with your eyes like painters, with your ears like musicians, with
your feet like dancers. You are the truthsayer with quill and torch. Write
with your tongues of {ire. Don't let the pen banish you from yourself Don't
let the ink coagulate in your pens. Don't let the censor snuff out the spark,
nor the gags muffle your voice. Put your shit on the paper.
We are not reconciled to the oppressors who whet their howl on our
grief. We are not reconciled.
Find the muse within you. The voice that lies buried under you, dig
it up . Do not fake it, try to sell it for a handclap or your name in print.
Love,
Gloria
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Chicana's Feminist Literature:
A Re-Vision Through Malintzinl
or Malintzin: Putting Flesh Back on
the Object
Norma Alarc6n
Malintzin (or La Malinche) was an Aztec noble woman who was pre
sented to Cortes upon landing in Veracruz in 1519. She subsequently
served Cortes as lover, translator and tactical advisor. She is a contro
versial figure in the Conquest of Mexico. Her name is often called
forth to reenact, symbolically, the Conquest or any conquest. Part of
this drama, analogically so, is now being played out also in Aztlan.
Malintzin's history, her legend and subsequent mythic dimensions
as evil goddess and creator of a new race - the mestizo race, embroils
her in a family quarrel, where many male members often prefer to see
her as the mother-whore, bearer of illegitimate children, responsible
for the foreign Spanish invasion; and where female members attempt
to restore balance in ways that are sometimes painfully ambivalent,
and at other times attempt to topple the traditional patriarchal mythol
ogy through revision and re-vision. *
This essay will explore the traditional image of Malintzin in Chicano
culture and will provide examples of the ways contemporary Chicana
feminist writers have reacted to and used this image in their work.
In our patriarchal mythological pantheon, there exists even now a
woman who was once real. Her historicity, her experience, her true
flesh and blood were discarded. A Kantian, dualistic male conscious
ness stole her and placed her on the throne of evil, like Dante's upside
down frozen Judas, doomed to moan and bemoan. The woman is inter
changeably called by three names: Malintzin, Malinche, Marina. Mal
intzin's excruciating life in bondage was of no account, and continues
to be of no account. Her almost half century of mythic existence, until
recent times mostly in the oral traditions, had turned her into a handy
reference point not only for controlling, interpreting or visualizing
women, but also to wage a domestic battle of stifling proportions.!
Unlike Eve whose primeval reality is not historically document
able and who supposedly existed in some past edenic time, Malint
zin's betrayal of our supposed pre-Columbian paradise is recent and
hence almost palpable . This almost-within-reach past heightens
romantic nostalgia and as a consequence hatred for Malintzin and
"This introduction to Malintzen is part of an unpublished paper by Norma Alarcon,
entitled, "La Malinche : From Tenochtitlan to Aztlan."
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women becomes as vitriolic as the American Puritans' loathing of
witches-women.
The focus of the betrayal is not a lofty challenge to a "god" who subse
quently unleashed evil upon the world as punishment. Disobedience
to a "god" might place the discussion at times on an ideal plane and
relieve tension momentarily as one switches from an intense dialogue
about one's body to a "rarified" field at least in terms of the vocabulary
.~se'd. However, the male myth of Malintzin is made to see betrayal
first of all in her very sexuality, which makes it nearly impossible at
any given moment to go beyond the vagina as the supreme site of evil
until proven innocent by way of virginity or virtue , the most pawnable
commodities around. 2
Because the myth of Malintzin pervades not only male thought but
ours too as it seeps into our own consciousness in the cradle through
their eyes as well as our mothers', who are entrusted with the trans
mission of culture, we may come to believe that indeed our very sex
uality condeIllils us to enslavement. An enslavement which is subse
quently manifested in self-hatred. All we see is hatred of women. We
must hate her too since love seems only possible through extreme vir
tue whose definition is at best slippery.
The poet Alma Villanueva must have realized , understood the insid
iousness of the hate syndrome. Her whole book Bloodroots is a song to
the rejection of self-loathing. The poem "I sing to myself" states:
I could weep and rage
against the man who never
stroked my fine child hair
who never felt the pride of
my femininity, . . 3
It is not just the father that is a source of pain; a mother figure
appears also. The mother is impotent to help the daughter. All of her
energies seem directed, spent in her desire and need for man, a factor
that repulses and attracts the daughter. Love for mother is an ambi
valence rooted in the daughter'S sense of abandonment by her mother
and her apparently enormous and irrational need:
Never finding a breast to rest
and warm myself . .. '
As the daughter proceeds to repeat her mother's experience, she
ironically discovers and affirms a "mounting self/love" as a combative
force against the repetition of the mother's abnegation, and irrational
need of and dependency on men. Self-love as a tool of survival, how
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ever, leads the male lover to reject her. Her conclusion leaves no doubt
as to what woman may be forced to do:
I/woman give birth:
and this time to
myself5
The sexual abuse experienced leaves the daughter no choice but to
be her own mother, to provide her own supportive, nurturing base for
physical and psychic survival. To escape the cycle of loathing and self
loathing, Villanueva's woman has no alternative, even though she
would have wanted more options, but to first love the self and then
proceed to regenerate and nurture it by becoming her own mother.
She is forced to transform the self into both mother and daughter and
rejects the male flesh which at this point in time "is putrid and bitter."
He must be transfigured.
The end effect could be seen as narcissistic, a perennial accusation
directed at woman's literature. Yet, if it be narcissistic, never has a
motive force for it been revealed so tellingly and clearly, never have
the possible roots been exposed so well: starvation for self-reflection
in the other: man or woman.
The male myth of Malintzin, in its ambivalent distaste and fear of
the so-called "enigmatic feminine ," echoes in this poem as it does in
many Mexican/Chicana's poems, even when her name is not men
tioned. The pervasiveness of the myth is unfathomable, often perme
ating and suffusing our very being without conscious awareness.
The myth contains the following sexual possibilities: woman is sex
ually passive, and hence at all times open to potential use by men
whether it be seduction or rape . The possible use is double -edged :
That is, the use of her as pawn may be intracultural- "amongst us
guys," or intercultural, which means if we are not using her then "they"
must be using her. Since woman is seen as highly pawnable, nothing
she does is perceived as a choice. Because Malintzin aided Cortes in
the Conquest of the New World, she is seen as concretizing woman's
sexual weakness and interchangeability, always open to sexual exploi
tation. Indeed, as long as we continue to be seen in that way we are
earmarked to be abusable matter, not just by men of another culture,
but all cultures including the one that breeds us .
Lorna Dee Cervantes addresses herself to the latter point in her
poem "Baby you cramp my style ." In the poem Malintzin is mentioned
by her other name: Malinche. The poet is asked to bestow her sexual
favors; the lover's tone implies that her body/self is as available as the
mythic Malinche is thought to be by male consciousness:
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You cramp my style, baby
when you roll on top of me
shouting, "Viva La Raza"
at the top of your prick.
Come on Malinche
Gimme some more!6
He cramps her style; she refuses sexual exploitation for herself and
her daughters yet to come, in a way Malintzin could not do because of
the constraints of the slave society into which she was born .
The Mexican poet Rosario Castellanos reminds us in "Malinche"7
that Malintzin 'was sold into slavery by complicitous parents to
enhance her brother's inheritance. The mother eager to please her
new husband agrees to sell her daughter, and therefore enchains her
destiny . Castellanos speculates, in the poem, that this is the result of
the mother's own self-loathing. A mother who cannot bear to see her
self reflected in her daughter's mirror/sexuality, prefers to shatter the
image/mirror, negate the daughter and thereby perpetuate rejection
and negation. '
Bernal Diaz del Castillo, a brilliant chronicler of the Conquest with a
great eye for detail, reveals to us that when Malintzin re-encounters
her mother and brother years later and during the very process of the
Conquest, she is merely polite . It seems that Malintzin, instead of
offering them protection within the folds of the victorious, leaves
them to their own devices for survival in an embattled country . In a
way she condemns them to servitude just asshe had been condemned .
Why is there no forgiveness? Within what context can we analyze
Malintzin's behavior at this point? We have a reversal. tl1e daughter
negates the mother .
Within the complex mother-daughter relationship, the mother
keeps bearing quite a bit of the responsibility for the daughter's emo
tional starvation, abandonment or enslavement and yet paradoxically
both are subordinate and subjected to a male culture and tradition .
Perhaps our sexual identification with our mothers leads us to expect
greater understanding from her as well as psychic/sexual protection .
Villanueva tells us it is a false expectation - mothers are powerless,
looking to satisfy their own hunger through men, which is agonizing
for the daughter: "her pain haunted me for years."s
Simone Weil suggests that the conscious slave is much superior, and
I would add that a woman who is conscious of being perceived as
pawn is much superior. I doubt that the historical Malintzin was a
truly conscious slave. In her ambiance slavery was a cultural norm, it
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was not unusual for men or women to be royalty one day and slave,
vanquished or sacrificial victim the next. It was a norm within which
she had to seek accommodation. It is also quite possible that what is
, seen as Malintzin's allegiance to Cortes - hence purposeful betrayal of
"her' people" - may be explained by Weil's perception of the slave
master relationship . She says, ".. . the thought of being in absolute
subjection as some body's plaything is a thought no human being can
sustain: so if a man (I add woman) is left with no means at all of escap
ing constraint he (she) has no alternative except to persuade himself
(herself) that he (she) is doing voluntarily the very things he (she) is
forced to do; in other words, he (she) substitutes devotion for obedience
... devotion of this kind rests upon self-deception, because the rea
sons for it will not bear inspection."9
In our religiously permeated and oriented indo -hispanic minds, it is
often the case that devotion is equated with obedience and vice versa,
particularly for women and children, so that disobedience is seen as a
lack of devout allegiance, and not necessarily as a radical questioning
of our forms of life. This factor makes it almost impossible to sense a
shift from obedience to devotion; they have been one and the same for
hundreds of years. As such, we are a greater unconscious prey to sub
jugation which we then proceed to call devotion/love. To be obedient/
devoted is proof of love, especially for women and children .
Consciously and unconsciously the Mexican/Chicano patriarchal per
spective assigns the role of servitude to woman particularly as hetero
sexual relationships are conceived today and in the past. In an "Open
Letter to Carolina ... or Relations between Men and Women" the
Chicano poet Abelardo Delgado testifies as follows: "Octavio Paz in El
Laberinto de la Soledad has much to say as to how we as Chicanos see our
women ... For now let it suffice to say that as far as our wives and
mothers we make saints of them but remain always in search of a lover
with macho characteristics (sic) ." Obviously when the wife or would
be-wife, the mother or would-be-mother questions out loud and in
print the complex "servitude/devotion/love: she will be quickly seen as
false to her "obligation" and duty, hence a traitor. Delgado also points to
the creation of a different category of women - macho-lover - who will
provide comforts beyond those that fall within the purview of wives
and mothers. What is a macho/lover kind of woman?
Delgado goes on to tell Carolina that "All it takes is a simple refusal
on the part of women to be abused by us men." However, he cautions
about the manner in which it is done , ''You must show them all that
your mind is on par or above theirs. You must be careful that you do
this with some grace, dignity and humility .. . Men might accept your
challenges a few times and let it go but if our ego happens to be
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wounded, then watch out, Carolina, because what follows is a cold
rejection and a new assigned role as a feme-macho."11 (Will this new
role of a "feme-macho" then provide the machollovers that are sought
. above and beyond the wife and mother?)
It seems that what is wanted here is for all women to be a kind of Sor
Juana, 12 which leaves out the majority of us who are not fortunate
enough to be a women of genius. But because we know Sor Juana's
dreadful fate as a result of her intellectual endeavors, we also know
that genius is hardly enough. Even genius needs a political base, a con
stituency. Since many MexicanJChicana poets' challenges are straight
forward , not humble, I shudder to think at our marginalization; how
are we being shunned?
When our subjection is manifested through devotion we are saints
and escape direct insult. When we are disobedient, hence undevout,
we are equated with Malintzin; that is, the myth of male consciousnes~,
not the historical figure in all her dimensions doomed to live in chains
(regardless of which patriarchy might have seemed the best option for
survival) .
Carmen Tofolla's poem "La Malinche"13makes it quite clear that Mal
intzin as woman is dispossessed of herself by every male ideology
with which she was connected. Tofolla would simply like to see Mal
intzin recognized as a visionary and founder of a people. Yet as I have
noted, the realities that this figure encompasses are much too complex
to simply replace them with the notion of a matriarch. However, each
implicit or explicit poem on Malintzin emphasizes the pervasive pre
occupation and influence of the myth and women's need to demythify.
The mythic aspects of disavowal, and the historical ambiance of
Malintzin 'merge in'Chicana's literature to bring out the following sex
ual political themes: 1) to choose among extant patriarchies is not a
choice at all; 2) woman's abandonment and orphanhood and psychic!
emotional starvation occur even in the midst of tangible family;
3) woman is a slave, emotionally as well as economically; 4) women
are seen not just by one patriarchy but by all as rapeable and sexually
exploitable; 5) blind devotion is not a feasible human choice (this is
further clarified by the telling absence of poems by women to the Vir
gin of Guadalupe, while poems by men to her are plentiful); 6) when
there is love/devotion it is at best deeply ambivalent as exemplified by
Rina Rocha in 'To the penetrator:"
I hate the love
I feel for you. I.
Feminist women agree with Hegel, despite his relentless use of man
as universal, that the subject depends on external reality. If she is to be
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fully at home this external reality must reflect back to her what she
actually is or would want to be. When we don't participate in creating
.: our own defined identity and reality as women, when the material
and spiritual realities do not reflect us as contributors to the shaping of
the world, we may feel as in Judy Lucerds poem 1 speak in an illusion:"
I speak but only in an illusion
For I see and I don't
It's me and It's not
I hear and I don't
These illusions belong to me
I stole them from another
Care to spend a day in my House of Death?
Look at my garden ... ar'e U amazed?
No trees, no flowers, no grass ... no gardens . . .
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partake in the feast of modeling humanism can be counted among the
few, and those few may be enjoying what Adrienne Rich calls "a false
power which masculine society offers to a few women who 'think like
men' on condition that they use it to maintajn things as they are. This is
the meaning of female tokenism: that power withheld from the vast
majority of women is offered to the few."16
Even as we concern ourselves with Third World women's economic
exploitation, we have to concern ourselves with psychosexual exploi
tation and pawnability at the hands of one's brother, father, employer,
master, political systems and sometimes, sadly so, powerless mothers.
As world politics continues the histrionics of dominance and control
attempting to figure out just who indeed will be the better macho in
the world map , macho politics' last priority is the quality of our lives as
women or the lives of our children.

I love and I don't
I hate and I don't
I sing and I don't
I live and I don't
For I'm in a room of clouded smoke
and a perfumed odor
Nowhere can I go and break these bonds
Which have me in an illusion
But the bonds are real. \5
Feminism is a way of saying that nothing in patriarchy truly reflects
women unless we accept distortions - mythic and historical. How
ever, as Chicanas embrace feminism they are charged with betrayal
a la Malinche. Often great pains are taken to explain that our feminism
assumes a humanistic nuance. The charge remains as a clear image
imprinted on Chicanas (and I believe most Third World women, in
this country or outside of it) by men. It continues to urge us to make
quantum leaps towards a male ideologized humanism devoid of
female consciousness. The lure of an ideal humanism is seductive,
especially for spiritual women such as we have often been brought up
to be; but without female consciousness and envisioning how as
women we would like to exist in the material world, to leap into
humanism without repossessing ourselves may be exchanging one
male ideology for another.
As women we are and continue to be tokens everywhere at the pres
ent moment. Everywhere in a Third World context, women invited to
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